
B l o g g i n g
An Intro. to Student Blogs and Wordpress

Why should journalists blog?
1.) To learn how to use the technologies that are transforming media 
2.) To put your career on a growth track by not defining yourself as a print journalist
3.) To expand your readership. Blogs reach around the world, where print is localized
4.) Blogging encourages a conversation between journalist and viewer
5.) Blogging is instant and faster than meeting tomorrow’s deadline. 

For this class you will create a blog that you can use for personal use. You must adhere to all rules and the 
code of ethics related to student publications and posting online material. I will collect this rubric and your 
completed notes on the reverse at the end of the trimester. Please keep the following rubric in mind as you 
create your blog. Each requirement is worth 10 points and you will also receive a grade for weekly posts, so 
don’t forget to keep your blog up to date:
 In order to be considered complete, your blog must contain the following:
 -You must review and sign the online publication guidelines before starting your blog.
 -Your blog will be linked to The Compass for the community to read, so consider what you post.
 -An “About Me” tab.
 -An opening that grabs the reader’s attention while introducing the point of the posts.
 -A “Journalism” tab that is updated with weekly posts on current news readings - good journalists 
   review other journalists’ work, so it important that we read current news.
 -Comments from at least 5 viewers, so invite your friends and family to read and pass your blog on to 
   others. 
 -5 links to photos, online sites, or other media links.
 
_____ Your blog site is pleasing to the eye and easy to transition through its links and updates

_____ Your blog site is free of grammatical errors and is easy to read.

_____ Your blog site has a positive tone that engages the reader, creates unique content for a particular niche

_____ Your blog contains weekly updates related to your topic. Use the chart on the back of this sheet to 
 record your posts. 
_____ Your blog demonstrates a detailed understanding of the blog topic - so choose a topic that is important  
 to you. This is your time to let the world hear your voice!
_____ TOTAL (50 points)

COMMENTS:

“In terms of why people blog, well, my belief is that it’s to have a voice, however 
small. To think that just like the people who write those fancy opinion columns for 
The New York Times and the Wall Street Journal, you too can share your thoughts, 
vent, and complain to the public at large.”  Dave Taylor, Intuitive Systems



date Notes

9/15/010
Week #1, posted comment on upcoming art show, responded to article in Re-

cord Eagle about Micheal Moore dated 09/13/10, posted link to NMC Museum 

for student exhibit.

         Student Name:______________________________________________
         Name of Blog:______________________________________________
         Blog Address:______________________________________________


